OptiRNAi, an RNAi design tool.
RNA interference (RNAi), a recently developed reverse genetics tool, has many advantages compared to traditional gene knockout methods. Appropriate selection of double stranded RNAs identical to a specific region(s) of the target gene is critical for the successful implementation of this technology. Recently, Elbashir et al. [Methods 26 (2002) 199] has established empirical criteria for siRNA sequence selection that significantly improved the success rate for RNAi attempts. We have developed OptiRNAi, a computational tool, which uses the Elbashir et al. criteria to predict appropriate target sequences for siRNA production. Specificity of these siRNAs for the target of interest can then be assessed by the investigator using the embedded Blast search engine optimized for RNAi design. Thus, OptiRNAi is an efficient and user friendly tool for RNAi design based on criteria that are more stringent than other available tools.